Characterization and cysteine sensing performance of nanocomposites based on up-conversion excitation host and rhodamine-derived probes.
Optical sensing for cysteine (Cys) recognition is an interesting topic due to Cys biological participation. In this paper, two rhodamine-based chemosensors were designed for Cys optical sensing. For chemosensor photostability improvement, up-conversion nanocrystals were synthesized and used as excitation host. These nanocrystals were modified with a phase transfer reagent α-cyclodextrin (α-CD) to improve their compatibility with chemosensors. An efficient energy transfer from these nanocrystals to chemosensors under 980nm radiation was observed and confirmed by spectral match analysis, energy transfer radius calculation and emission decay lifetime comparison. A direct bonding mechanism between Cys and chemosensors with bonding stoichiometry of 1:1 was established by Job's plot experiment. Given the presence of Cys, chemosensor emission was increased, showing emission turn on effect. These two chemosensors showed good selectivity, improved photostability and linear sensing response towards Cys.